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SUBJECT: REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING STEAM GENERATOR APC
'

APPLICATION, SOUTH TEXAS UNIT 1 (TAC M94535) -

The attached questions were recently provided to the licensee. The
purpose of this memo is to place them in the PDR.
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|. PERB's Reauest for Additional Information for South Texas-1 IPC
'

'

3/22/96 i
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,
| 1. The licensee should determine the limiting maxi M! rate in the steam generator in the fault 4Joop aWin steamlinOlen , ht.

'

Y V . ," e f.< GO 9
2. A radiological dose analysis should be providedJlh,at de'monstrahis that 4 hs 'p

within the acceptance criteria of GDC 19 for the control' room and g,C(R 1p tor.
the EAB and IFlin the event of a main steamlirk break'.se'idept. ._ a ), a {'c

~

| Note that previous STP-1 analyses evaluated three cases of reactor co ihnt ne
'

concentrations: (1) a preaccident spike of 60 microcuries per gram dose equivalent,

l-131; (2) an accident initiated spike; and (3) additional coolant iodine activity as a
'

| result of potential fuel failures (5%) from a main steamline break. The licensee
| should include all three cases of reactor coolant iodine concentrations in their

calculations.

| 3. A previous license amendment (nos. 28 and 19. issued on 09/26/91) revised certain
UFSAR sections based on a single failure of the electric heater in the control room
HVAC system. That amendment addressed radiological consequences from a LOCA.
fuel handling accident, and gaseous waste processing system failure accident, but
not a main steamline break accident.

The licensee's analyses of control room operator doses from a main steamline break
accident should specify the assigned filter efficiencies for the control room HVAC

| system for the duration of the accident. If changes have been made to the control
! room HVAC system since 1991, the licensee should describe those changes and

account for them in their analysis.i

|

The licensee should also describe how the main control room HVAC makeup and
cleanup filtration system is actuated for a main steamline break accident / including

| operator actions and timing, if applicabl .
,

1

! 4. Is the STP-1 average primary coolant temperature'aNumed to be 590F foIDBA"
, calculations 9

'

i - j@? %p". V
| 5. Is the STP-1 steam temperature and feedwater temperature in the steam generator
| assumed to be 556F and 440F. respectively. for DBA calculations? '

'
.,

,
,

6. What is the STP-1 water volume and steam volume in both the steam generator and
secondary coolant for DBA calculations?

,

:

:

L__ _ ___ __ ______ ___ ____ --
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f'EPs
CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY ,

INPUTS FOR CALCULATING ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION '

'
,

1. From where is the effluent assumed to leak and at what height (s)? Is the leak assumed to be
from a single point or from multiple points or a diffuse source? What is/are the assumed "

location (s) and height (s) of the leak (s) with respect to the intake (s)? Figures might be helpful
in describing these relationships.

2. What are the distance and direction between the assumed leak (s) from the containment
surface or other structure (s) and the control room intake (s)? Is the intake a volume receptor
such as an isolated control room with infiltration occurring at many locations? If there are two
or more control room fresh air inlets, does each meet the single failure criterion for active

,

components, the seismic criteria, as well as any applicable missile criteria. The design details
must assure that the most contaminated inlet is isolated and the least contaminated inlet
remains in operation to provide control room pressurization,

3. What is the diameter, height and projected cross-sectional area of the containment or other
building (s) from which the leak is assumed to occur? What buildings or other structures
(including dimensions and orientations) are located near to and/or between the release point (s)
and intake (s)? Figures might be helpfulin describing these relationships.

|
'4. What are the basis and assumptions for the X/O provided by the licensee in its control room

habitability assehsment?
]

1

|

l

l

|
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The# .Mt6j* staff has performed a preiwninary review of the South Texas Unit 1 submittal dated January 22,

; 1996. 8esed on this review, the staff requests that the licensee respond to the following
j comments and/or questions:
1

{ i. in me submettal, ihm we uvel instancu whwe the go. dance in Generic Letter (GL)
9 4. i. on., ,,,d.y steind - not .t.te,,w. ar a., ,e ui ,
OL - me "modNied* guidance which Was piovided.in dhe sytwhiti is net .se, whe.e, .ealwWtofcGowed.: togi

j addhien, = is not teamy evident whef exceptions ~as behe $skassigt sens. As ' mouse,s
j aN 6e dNfwences between the proposal'ind GL'9546'shoold be apesided and techniceBy
; justwied. in eddition, any -hc le,s.,~uesiof heauer diameterpized tambin probee6,
i which are porn.itted by GL 96-05 autiset to NRC staff, approval, that are beine requested for
| approval as a redt of this inmendment request sQ' dd be W .2 anid techniessyJuselsed.

in several of the follewing 5:1-4c9n4., specific press in v$dhd f f'"'*1 ,A L .ht,(da j nF kj
ste has,,;-

; identified an inconsistency betweesi the,sutwnittel and GL 9546 are citpd. those
j instances, if the commet/ question is addressed in question lia further response is not '

needed.'

s

2. Provide the maximum permissible primary-to-secondary leakage under postulated steam line
break conditions per 10 CFR 100 and GDC 19 referred to on page 2 2.,

! 3. The rotating pancake coil (RPC) inspection scope is inconsistent with GL 95-05. In addstion,
j several statements appear to contradict each other. Please provide the technical basis for
; any exceptions taken to the GL 95-05 RPC inspection scope. This technical basis should
I address the staff's evaluation of similar public comments received on the draft generic
j letter. Exceptions to the RPC inspection scope specified in GL 95-05, include, but may not

necessarily be limited to the following:

'

Bobbin indications above 1.0 voit and below the upper voltage repair limit shall be
i inspected by RPC (page 2 2 and page 3 of 13 of Attachment 2).

The RPC inspection scope for dents, artifact signals, and copper deposits discussed
I in Appendix A and on page 7 2.
<

| Intersections with flaw signals 1.0 volt will be inspected with RPC unless the tube
f is to be plugged or sleeved (page A-14).
(

) Verification of the integnty of TSP intersections exhibiting alloy property or artifact
i

| aignals is accomplished by RPC testing of a representative sample of such signals
|

i (page A 18). '

.4; a

Intersections with dont voltages exceedme 5.0 volts for which 1.0 voit fliws may
I ' not be detectable, are candidates for RPC inspection'of dented TSP Intersections |

| lpage A 21).
_ v, g%gf.-;- {^-,,

1 w sw.. ''sa '

a The RPC inspection scope of some support plate intersecdons'with bobbin esE f
' l indications > 1.0 volts is required in order to 'verifp the 'appEcabBty of the attemete

.xw <J TN ' e,MgrE.repair limit (page A-21). ;,'-

4. x- s 3+ -

.;~-+- c: >
e wy,

j 4. Provide a copy of references 27 and 28 and/or address any differences between the
i databases referenced in these reports compared to the databases presented in
! BAW-10204P.

; 5. It was indicated that a growth rate allowance of 30% per effective full power year (EFPY)

!

.

,

k

!
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!

would be used in the determination of the upper voltage repair limit. Please provide the.

; basis for this given that the growth rates at South Texas Unit 1 could potendaBy be higher
! than the 30% per EFPY. Discuss the posalbility of using the more conservative of the South
j Texas Unit 1 specific growth rate or the 30% per EFPY growth rate allowance which is
! consistent with GL 95-05 (pg 6-3).
1
a . ; . +. s , u .. . . ~ ~ s, , . n , , . . . _ ., n w n . m
| S. In seselon 6.2.2, it was indcated that the upper vohage repair Emit had been coloulsted to
! be 2.e5 voks. Please docuss any piens and erharte for.aubmitting .subesguent an enenento
i requests to update this andt due to changes in growth late and/or the detsbees.?"

Alternedwely, docuss the r=#*y of adopting the methodology,@ in,C ^ l
GL 9505 for

addressing this issue. cj. m

r ! ) ._,} demen'eseOn et
,

g ,3 sb .- . , ..

'selmsIn several other instances, a specific cycle was indicated with
coriain asp. cts of voiiage*.ed ,epeir crhe,ia ie.ga0o% bobaws w1 we
be performed for Unit 1 cycle 6 as indicated on page 711.'This Indigated esas other criestia
may be implemented in =ha=T=gt cycles. Please indcate your long term ' pions wi ged

f
respect to adopting deviations from GL 95-05 (this question is similar to question 1).

7. Discuss how flow distribunon baffle indications will be dispositioned.

8. Discuss your plans with respect to training data analysts on the potential for primary water
stress corrosion cracking to occur at tube support plate intersections (GL ltem 3.c.8). ;

!

9. Clarify if the tube pull guidance in the GL will be followed (e.g., frequency and number of I

tube pulls, leak and burst testeg, etc.).

10. Clarify the following statement from page 8-3: "The tubes that were pulled had vanous
types of defects confirmed through the laboratory tests. However, only the tubes with
axial-oriented ODSCC at TSP intersections are pertinent for the purposes of the ARC
implementation." in partcular, does this statement imply that other forms of degradation
were detected at the tube support plate elevations?

11. GL 95-05 specifies that voltage growth rates should be evaluated for TSP intersections !

where bobben indications can be identified at two successive outages and if an indcation
changes from non-detectable to a relatively high voltage (e.g., 2.0 volts). Clanfy your
position with respect to including indications in the growth rate calculations which change
from non-detectable to a relatively high voltage.

12. On page 9-5, it was indmated that the oddy current testing (ECT) uncertainties from
reference 7 would be followed. Provide a copy of reference 7 and/or docuss any and au
dfferences between the reference 7 ECT uncertainty models and those specified in GL
9506. -e,

d . r) 6
13. f'aimdations were performed to deterrmne the beginning-of-cycle voltage distrRaudon,c,

end-of-cycle voltage dstribution, probability of burst given a steem Ene break, and Wie
primary-to-secondary leakage under postulated accident constions. Please provide the data
used in these calculations in graphical and tabular format for the staff to confirm the iseults

~

of these calculations. In addition, discuss how the telle~ of the end-of-cycle voltage yQ.
distribution are determines and treeted when performing the burst probabluty andleskage

' " *calculations (refer to page 10-7).

14. On page 10-2 it was indcated, in part, that reference 26 was used in calculating the
probability of burst given a steam line break. Please specify what portions of reference 26
were used in this calculation (e.g., deterministic versus probabilistic Monte Carlo). Discuss
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j if this methodology wel be used in future calculations.
1

i 15. Confirm the adjusted burst pressure values listed in Table 10-3 for specimen AC-1, R26C63,
j TSP 2 and 5+i..;; AC 1, R39C37, TSP 2.

j Confirm whether model holler specimen 593-3 Ested in Table 10 3 is used in the.peobability
1 of leakage correlsden. X "'

". M.:,
,

4 .. .

. . .
4W 2,

i Confirm whether specinun AA-1, R16C42, TSP 3 Nsted in Table 10 3 is used in the

j conditional leak rate correlation.
,, ~ , , , ,e

| Confirm whether model boiler specimen 598-1 was removed from'thh conill'tional le' k r'stes
'' '

i correlation as a result of data exclusion criteria 2a or 2b (see Table l'1-4). "

in many instances, the burst pressures for the model boiler eve changed
| since previous submittals (e.g., reference 6). Please addsees the reason for these dhanges.
i if the burst pressure values currently reported are correct (i.e., the previous values were
| incorrect), indicate the process to ensure that the data used are appropnate (i.e., the quality
{ controls on the data).
!

16. From Section 13.2, clarify if the NRC will be notified if indications attributable to primary"

j water stress corrosion cracking are identified (Section 13.2.b and 13.2.1).

17. From Section 13.3, clarify if the operating length and non-destructive examinata
uncertainty models will be provided to the NRC (Sections 13.3.b.li,13.3.b.vi, and 13.3.11.

18. From Section 14.0, clarify whether or not the voltage-based tube repair criteria win be
j assplied to intersections with interfering signals from copper, to flow distribution baffle plate
j intersections, to intersections with dont voltage greater than 5 volts, and to intersections

with large mixed residuals.

19. On page A-2, it indecates that smaller than nominal diameter probes may be used during the
i inspec6on. Clarify whether the GL 95-05 guidance with respect to using smaller and larger

diameter probes will be followed.

20. Address the following differences between the ECT guidelines specified in reference 5 of GL
95-05 and the proposed ECT guidelines:

Omitting the sections on " spans and rotations", copper, and establishing if a bobbin
indication is withm the tube support plate.

t

Omission of the 0.187" diameter flat bottom hole 40% through from the OD from
the calibration standard

) '" .

Using a probe wear standard with 0.052' through-weg holes' versus a probe wear
standard with 0.067" through-wau holes 0<<,cy *-

,t
.,

21. Clarify if a transfer standard will be used during the steam generator tube inspections.
-:v ;c7 .

~

22. Provide the basis for the probe wear criteria specified on page A.2.4 or altematively adopt a
probe wear criteria that has already been approved by the NRC.

23. Clarify whether new probe variability will be controlled from the 20 to 80% ASME
through-wall holes or the 40 to 100% through-wall holes (page A-10).

- _ _ _ - . - __ .
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24. Clarify whether indications not confirmed by RPC and greater than the upper voltage repair !
limit wW be plugged and repaired. Page A-15 indicates that such indcations may remain in l
service contrary to the proposed technical specificeib wis. 1

,

25. Please clarify the first sentence of' the first paragr A1. ,

28. On page 10 of 13 of Attachment 2. It was indicated,thet aE 3..'J
'

function would be used. Clarify if a logarithmic or. log-logistic probability of leakqqpe
wadd be used, c5 * sA+ |%

4

-

,

27. It was indcated on page 10 of 13 of Attachment 2 thist the EPRI TR 100407 M3

wW be used w calculate the end-of-cycle leakage. Clarify whether the EPHI methodologi or
whether the methodology specified in aAw-10204P wW be used (i.e., reference 2er Page
3 of 13 of Attachment 2 indicates that approval of both snethodologies is requested. M4th
respect to the EPRI methodology please address the fotowing, if approval is requested:4

In section D.4.2.1, a method for calculating the joint distribution of the regression
parameters is presented. It appears to be incorrect. The derived distribution should
represent the posterior distribution of the true parameters about their estimates. A
derivation of the correct result is given in Section 2.7 of " Bayesian inference in
Statistical Analysis", Box GEP, Tiao GC, Addison Wesley,1973.

It does not appear that Equation D-19 for generating leak rates correctly accounts
for systematic errors caused by parametric uncertainty in the leak rate. The
variations at each tube support plate are treated as if they were independent of each
other, and they are not. -

In Secten D.4.2.5, the systematic errors caused by parametr's uncertainty are not
correctly expressed in Equation D-22. The probability of leakage variations at each
tube support plate are treated as if they are independent of each other, and they are
not.

The formula for calculating the scatter about the predicted leak rate appears to be
wrong (see page D-44 Item 3). According to this, the equation for generating the
scatter is Equation D-9. The term under the square root in this equaten is
unnecessary. This term accounts for parametric uncertainty, but parametnc
uncertainty has been accounted for by sampling random slopes and intercepts.

28. It is indicated on page 9 of 13 of Attachment 2 that the structural limit is 4.0 volts and 4.7
volts. Clarify the current value of the structural limit.

29. Discuss any differences between the proposed technical specif' ations and the technicalm
specifications provided in GL 95-05. _ , ,

.

+ p - f. , ;,

% oo;..,

11| , r' f }. .

* ,
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The staff has performed a prelimmary review of the South Texas Unit 1 submittal deted January 22,-

1996. Based on this review, the staff requests that the licensee respond to the following
comments and/or questions:

1. In the submittal, there are several instances where the guidance in Generic Letter 4GL)
96 06 6s only partially aseted or not easted at au and, as a resAL, it is not clear wheaher the

..

OL or he " modified * guidance which was provided In1he outwittel wW be foRowed, lui;"
addeon, It is not reed 5y evident what eaceptions are being telm to CL 96-05.: Ap"p'seendt,
a5 the differences between the proposal and GL 96 05 should tw specified'and techalceSy
justified. In addition, eny alternatives (e.g., use of amaser diameter stand bobbiri preheel,
which are permitted by GL 95-06 sutiect to NRC staff approval, that are being reduested for
aoproval as a result of this amendment request thould be specified and technicaty juombed.

. .; m.. .
,

in several of the fotowing questions / comments, specific areas in whiefiIthe staff idsO'
identified an inconsistency between the submittal and GL 9605 are cited. In theseV %
instances, if the comment / question is addressed in question 1, a further response is not
needed.

2. Provide the maximum permissible primary-to-secondary leakage under postulated steam line
break conditions per 10 CFR 100 and GDC 19 referred to on page 2-2.

3. The rotating pancake coil (RPC) inspecten scope is inconsistent with GL 95-05. In addinon,
several statements appear to contradict each other. Please provide the technical basis for
any exceptions taken to the GL 95-05 RPC inspecton scope. This technical basis should
address the staff's evaluation of similar public comments received on the draft genenc
letter. Exceptions to the RPC inspection scope specified in GL 95-05, include, but may not
necessarily be limited to the following:

Bobbm ind6 cations above 1.0 volt and below the upper voltage repair limit shau be
inspected by RPC (page 2-2 and page 3 of 13 of Attachment 2).

The RPC inspection scope for dents, artifact signals, and copper depositu discussed
in Appendix A and on page 7-2. ;

I
intersections with flaw signals 1.0 volt will be inspected with RPC unless the tube
is to be plugged or sleeved (page A-14).

Verification of the integrity of TSP intersectens exhibiting alloy property or artifact
signals is accomplished by RPC testing of a representative sample of such signals
(page A-18). /'," A i T 'i '$''

, %%
intersections with dont voltages exceedme 5.0 volts for which 1.0 voit may
not be detectable, are candidates for RPC inspection of dented. TSP inter

' w &' $ ' 4 %N'

(page A 21). 'n-

.
2., .s

' The RPC inspection scope of some pistb wi
indications > 1.0 volts is required in order to verify me Qaty of the, alternates

'"- Airepair limit (page A-21). C ~ .. j .

> 4 g? ;p 7h -
, .

gf% -

. . .;
,

4. Provide a copy of references 27 and 28 and/or address any differences between the
databases referenced in these reports compared to the databases presented in
BAW-10204P.

5. It was indicated that a growth rate allowance of 30% per effective full power year (EFPY)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
. - .
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would be used in the determination of the upper voltage repair limit. Please provide the*

basis for this given that the growth rates at South Texas Unit I could potentiasy be higher
then the 30% per EFPY, D6scuss the possibility of using the more conservative of the South
Texas Unit 1 specific growth rate or the 30% per EFPY growth rate allowance which is
consistent with GL 96-05 (pg 6-3).

S. In section 8.2.2, it was indicated that the uppeir voltsee repelf Emit hed been haad o
'

t

be 2.85 volts. Please discuss any plans and critorie for submitting =%= aniendment
roguests to update this umit due to changes in growth,rste and/or the databees. ' O
Altematively, discuss the possibElty of adopting the methodology specified in GL 95-05 for
addressing this issue.

4 n

in several other instances, a specific cycle was indested with respect to implementation of
certain aspects of the @; ":f repair critoria (e.g.,100% bobbin con inspections wE
be performed for Unit 1 cycle 6 as indcated on page 71). This indicates that other erlearle
may be implemented in M::W cycles. Please indicate your long term plans with
respect to adopting deviations from GL 95 05 (this question is similar to question 1).

7. Discuss how flow distribution baffle indications will be dispositioned.

8. Discuss your plans with respect to training data analysts on the potential for primary water
stress corrosion cracking to occur at tube support plate intersectxms (GL ltem 3.c.8).

9. Clarify if the tube pull guidance in the GL will be followed (e.g., frequency and number of
tube pulls, leak and burst testing, etc.).

10. Clarify the following statement from page 8-3: "The tubes that were pulled had various
types of defects confirmed through the laboratory tests. However, only the tubes with
axial-oriented ODSCC at TSP intersectxms are pertinent for the purposes of the ARC
implementation." in partbular, does this statement imply that other forms of degradation
were detected at the tube support plate elevations?

11. GL 95 05 specifies that voltage growth rates should be evaluated for TSP intersections
where bobbin indications can be identified at two successive outages and if an ind6 cation
changes from non-detectable to a relatively high voltage (e.g., 2.0 volts). Clarify your
position with respect to including indications in the growth rate calculations wh6ch change
from non-detectable to a relatively high voltage.

12. On page 9 5, it was indicated that the oddy current testing (ECT) uncertainties from
reference 7 would be followed. Provide a copy of reference 7 and/or discuss any and aN
differences between the reference 7 ECT uncertainty models and those specified in GL' '

~

95-05. -
.

, O 6. s

V
^

13. Calculations were performed to determine the beginning-of-cycle voltage distribution,~
end-of-cycle voltage distribution, probability of burst gives e egem Ene brook, and,tbo

primary-to-secondary leakage under postulated accident con @ite staff to confirm the results. Please provide the'dets
used in these calculations in graphical and tabular format Stir,1
of these calculations. In addition, discuss how the taus of sie end of-cycle voltage

^

distribution are determined and treated when performitighe burst probabuity and leeksos
calculations (refer to page 10-7). ''

14. On page 10-2 it was indicated, in part, that reference 26 was used in calculating the
probability of burst given a steam line break. Please specify what portions of reference 26
were used in this calcuistion (e.g., deterministic versus probabilistic Monte Carlo). Discuss

't

,- .._ __.. . . , _ . _ . - - _ _ s.___ _ - ,
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i
if this methodology wiu be used in future calculations.{ o

.

i 15. Confirm the a4usted burst pressure values listed in Table 10 3 for =-+t. AC-1, R26C63,
| TSP 2 and =E+ ';;; AC-1, R39C37, TSP 2.

Confirm whether model boiler specimen 593-3 listed in Tabis 10 3 is used in the probabluty

| of leakage corroisiten. ('f y ,pff gg#'
:

,

!
- in many in. moon, m. bwst - f. eusdei GMnev. teen '

i since previous submittais (e.g., reference Si. Plesep ' ~the rosson fo
I w e. 6-st prouw. veuw cwr.ney rep-ted ak W..i. is pria.i?r

.

vmu n ,sesb

ine-mco, inacam me proce= = enowe m.: *(dp@' pd afe enp449e s.e:. [pp.
.

)
)

-

.jp g t . 4 N. !i conimis on me s.mi. v.

Fmm S.cean 13.2, an rwy w m. wRc we b5Ned w M Ml.| is. -

j water stress corrosion cracking are identifled (Secdon 13.2.b'and43.2.U..,,i' Q d
>

i

I 17. From Section 13.3, clanfy if the operating length and non<lestructive examination ~! l
; uncertainty models win be provided to the NRC (Sections 13.3.b.ii,13.3.b.vi, and 13.3.1i. '

J

i 18. From Section 14.0, clarify whether or not the voltage-based tube repair criteria wul be |
! applied to intersections with interfering signals from copper, to flow distributen baffle plate ;

'| intersections, to intersections with dont voltage greater than 5 volts, and to intersections
with large mixed residuals.

<

19. On page A 2, it indicates that smaller than nominal diameter probes may be used dunng the
; inspection. Clarify whether the GL 95-05 guidance with respect to using smaller and larger
i demeter probes will be followed. -4 i
i i

| 20. Address ti.e following differences between the ECT guidelines specife' d in reference 5 of GL
! 95-05 and the proposed ECT guidelines:

.

!

Omitting the sections on " spans and rotations", copper, and establishing if a bobbin:

: indication is within the tube support plate.
8

Omission of the 0.187" diameter flat bottom hole 40% through from the OD from |

| the calibration standard I

.

j Using a probe wear standard with 0.052" through-wall holes versus a probe wear
i standard with 0.067" through-wall holes
y

. WA
: ?.: -,

; 21. Clarify w a transfer standard wiu be used during the steam generator tube ,- i
'n - g ,A a ' , *>tk n,

| 22. Provide the basis for the probe wear criteria apscified on pase'A.2.4 or ahorriadwely adopt a
i orobe wear criteria that has already been appntved by 9te fGIC. W 4 4~. -

Clarify whether new probe variablBty wW be controlled Giom&EN$ k , ,the 20 to 80% ASME e&|
1 w& e%n+

f- 23.-

through-wat holes or the 40 to 100% through-war hoin (page A 145. V , 'v Nh" ,I l i

m.3&v y . " - q p.>, w, .

1 24. Clarify whether indications not confirmed by RPC and greater than the upper voltage repair
limit will be plugged and repaired. Page A-15 indicates that such indications may remain in'

service contrary to the proposed technical specifications.
i
! 25. Please clarify the first sentence of the first paragraph on page A-16.

,
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26. On page 10 of 13 of Attachment 2, it was indicated that a logarithmic probabulty of leakage
function would be used. Clarify if a logarithmic or log-logistic probabNty of leakage function
would be used.

27. It was indicated on pose 10 of 13 of Aplashment 2 that the-EPRI TR-100407 meshodeingy
Clartfy tivhether t*o @ mediodology or

wB be used to calculate the~end-of cysde lesl age.0 ta|4 he Good].b 3
-

5

whether the methodology spq$1And let SAW-1030 e imperonse St.)Pese
3 of 13 of Attachment 2 indicate (that epikpval'of t$oth methd-f- is( guest'ed.[VAth

"''**"* '"* ''"' "Y 7 *,'f*@'*"*M'' '''"*yd %'**"#'!!%.

parameters is i.r :g's rnsilhod isd -MNi 'the joint'detrMaio4M4t apM 6 be incorrect. The Elertugd ~h' ''
#

Iris'oction D.4.2.1
_ .;A. : seneigd

represent the posterior getitpution'cf the, , ,ptrasheters about Weekesdestes.I A
' 2.7 of "Beyetion tribereissis'in?dortvetion of the correct result is ghen bi

Statistical Analysis", Box GEP, Theo OC, Addison Wooley,1973. s.% "l;
I

It does not appear that Equation D-19 for generating leak rates correctly accounts I
for systematic errors caused by parametric uncertainty in the leek rats. The
variations at each tube support plate are treated as if they were |r-f+;+ f: a of each
other, and they are not.

In Section D.4.2.5, the systematic errors caused by parametric uncertainty are not
correctly expressed in Equation D-22. The probability of leakage variations at each

|
'tube support plate are treated as if they are independent of each other, and they are

not.

The formula for calculating the scatter about the predicted leak rate appears to be i

wrong (see page D-44 Item 3). According to this, the equation for generating the |

scatter is Equation D-9. The term under the square root in this equation is
unnecessary. This term accounts for parametric uncertainty, but parametric
uncertainty has been accounted for by sampling random slopes and intercepts.

28. It is indicated on page 9 of 13 of Attachment 2 that the structural limit is 4.0 volts and 4.7
volts. Clarify the current value of the structural limit.

29. Discuss any differences between the proposed technical specifications and the technical
specifications provided in GL 95-05.
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